DETAIL DIAGRAM
MODEL 1540–510

DUAL FUNCTION FLOOD AND VENTILATION VENT

FLOAT SLOTS
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CLIPS INSTALLED: TWO ON TOP TWO ON BOTTOM

12” MAX FROM FINAL GRADE

FIGURE 3
SIDE VIEW

CLIP SLOTS USE TWO TOP AND TWO BOTTOM

BEHIND THE RODENT SCREEN, LOUVERS AUTOMATICALLY OPEN AND CLOSE WITH TEMPERATURE. NO ELECTRICITY IS NEEDED
1. Remove vent door from vent frame. (Turn upside down, rotate bottom of door outward and slide out)

2. Prepare a clean 16.25" wide by 8.25" high rough opening (approx. 1 block wide x 1 block high) for each vent. Ensure the bottom of the rough opening is no more than 12" above the finished grade.

3. Apply a bead of Hurribond Grip & Seal or equivalent adhesive around the back of the flange on the vent frame. (Fig. 2)

4. Insert installation clips into the two slots on the top and two slots on the bottom of the frame.

5. The spring arm of the clips should be on the outside of the vent frame. Compress the bottom two clips and begin slipping the frame into the opening. Ensure that the bottom clips are in the opening before allow them to decompress.

6. With the frame now in the opening, and the bottom springs in place, compress the top springs and push the vent frame into the opening completely until the frame is flush with the wall.

7. Re-check that frame is square and slots are clear of debris, and caulk.

8. Install the door into frame by grasping the bottom of door (with float pins down) and front (small screen in front). Slide door into frame and rotate until it is latched.

9. To open the door insert two credit cards into the float slots as shown in the diagram. This will unlatch the door for removal and cleaning.

Detailed Specifications:

Material: Stainless Steel

Operation Flood: Automatic non-powered activation and operation
Vent remains closed and locked until activated

Operation Air: Automatic louvers fully open at 75 deg. Fully closed at 35 deg. No power required

Installation:

Secured w/ 4 stainless steel installation clips included and an adhesive

Hydrostatic Relief: 200 sq. ft per vent

Ventilation: 51 sq. in. per vent note: Vapor barrier allows for reduced ventilation

Requirements Flood: Minimum of 2 vents per enclosed area mounted on at least two different walls

Colors: Stainless (Standard)

Exterior powder coated white, wheat, gray, and black (available)

Meets the requirements for engineered openings as set forth by:
FEMA, NFIP, ICC, & ASCE
Supportive Documents, TB 1-08, 44CFR 60.3(c)(5), ASCE 24-14
ICC Evaluation # ESR-2074